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Chemicals from thin air
Alternatives to some expensive, highly
used chemical reagents, such as bleach
or peroxides, can be produced at point
of use with plasmas. All that is required
is electrical energy and a gas stream,
such as atmospheric air, or a waste gas
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Put simply, plasmas can perform
chemical processes with nothing but
feed gas, and energy. They can be
improved with their incorporation into
microreactors.

Figure 1: Overview of some plasma-enhanced chemical processes (Fridman 2008, Miller 1953)
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the effects of scaled down plasma processes.
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In house problem solving
expertise
Perlemax are able to devise, design
and fabricate bespoke solutions to
problems faced by industry, which can
often lead to new innovations.
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Figure 3: Plasma bubble reactors installed into a pilot
plant.

Figure 6: A plasma microreactor unit on "full throttle"!

Figure 7: A sub-millimetre diameter plasma jet with
fluidic oscillation.

Figure 4: Close up of a plasma bubble reactor installed
in a pilot plant.

Figure 8: A 2D plasma-microreactor wafer for process
optimisation.

Figure 5: An operational plasma-microreactor unit,
designed to be easily multiplexed.

Figure 9: Controlled spatial distribution of plasma
streamers for process optimisation.
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